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Abstract 
The purpose of this project was to develop a judging guide for FFA members who 
participate in Livestock Judging Contests. One of the classes to be judged is Boer goat market 
wethers. Resources from breeders, industry judges, and handouts were utilized. The PowerPoint 
that was created can be used as a tool for students to learn the basics of market goat judging. This 
can also be a useful guide for students who are interested in selecting market goats as a 
supervised agricultural experience project. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
 
Recently the livestock judging competition that many FFA members participate in has 
added a new species to its contest. Within the past decade the meat goat project has steadily 
gained more popularity in both 4-H and FFA. This interest has expanded from market projects to 
breeding projects and is now a part of the judging competition. One of the most popular breeds 
of meat goat is Boer. The Boer goat originated in South Africa and first came to America in 
1992. This breed of meat goats is one that provides some of the higher yields of meat compared 
to the other meat goat breeds of Spanish, Kiko, Angora, and Myotonic. The number of Boer 
goats throughout the United States is also larger than these other breeds. As a result the Boer 
goat will most likely be the breed used for meat goats in judging contests. Because the meat goat 
industry is fairly new to the United States there is not as much knowledge and information 
nationwide compared to other industries, such as the swine and beef industries. Universities, 
breed associations, and professional judges have attempted to provide materials outlining the 
basic steps and requirements for judging meat goats.  
Statement of the Problem 
There is a need for judging guidelines in the area of market goats for high school 
livestock judging contestants. The livestock judging contest assembles one of the largest groups 
of 4-H and FFA members.  
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Importance of the Project 
Career Development Events such as livestock judging play a vital role in the 
development of potential agriculturalists. With California’s agriculture industry leading the 
nation, it is vital that students learn the proper way of evaluating and judging livestock. This now 
includes market goat animals. This opportunity will give the students a wider range of 
knowledge and a new experience in agriculture.  
Purpose of the Project  
 The purpose of this project is to develop a guide, in the form of a powerpoint presentation 
that outlines the basics of market goat judging. This will provide students with a visual, along 
with descriptions of proper judging technique. A set of reasons will also be given as an 
educational tool to show how the class is judged.  
Objectives of the Project  
1. To create a guide for judging and evaluating market goats that could be utilized by 
FFA students and agriculture teachers.  
a. Compile a market goat class. (photos taken of class) 
b. Provide score card materials.  
c. Provide a set of reason for class.  
d. Provide a comprehensive PowerPoint guide that embodies objectives a 
through c.  
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Definition of Important Terms  
 The following is a directory of important terms that have been, or will be used throughout 
this project. 
• 4-H: “4-H is the nation’s largest youth development organization. More than 6 million 4-
H youth in urban neighborhoods, suburban schoolyards and rural farming communities 
stand out among their peers: building revolutionary opportunities and implementing 
community-wide change at an early age (About 4-H).”  
• CDE: Career Development Event.  
• FFA: “FFA continues to help the next generation rise up to meet those challenges by 
helping its members to develop their own unique talents and explore their interests in a 
broad range of career pathways (FFA.org).”  
• Livestock Judging: An event within the CDE model, which participants evaluate and 
classify livestock as “keep” or “cull” based on physical characteristics.  
• Market Goat: A goat that is intended for the consumption of meat.  
• SAE: Supervised Agriculture Experience.  
Summary 
 FFA livestock judging remains one of the most populated contests for FFA members to 
compete in. Recently, this contest expanded by adding market goats as one of the species to 
judge and evaluate. With this expansion, it was vital for students to accurately learn judging 
techniques that applied to market goats. As market goats are a fairly new animal to America, 
compared to beef, sheep, and swine animals, the resources for learning these techniques were 
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lacking. This project will provide a guide that will allow students to learn fundamental 
techniques and practice judging a market goat class, including reasons.  
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Chapter Two 
Review of Literature 
Livestock Judging 
 Livestock judging is evaluating or judging an individual animal (steer, hog, lamb, or 
goat) in comparison of an ideal animal. With this in mind, each animal has its advantages and 
disadvantages, including strengths and weaknesses. While judging, it is important to remember 
that no animal is perfect, and to notice areas of improvement. As the judge compares the 
animals, they must identify specific strengths and weaknesses to rank the animals in the class.  
 There are many steps to remember when judging livestock animals. The first step for the 
judge is to identify the class that they are about to judge. In this identification, they will then 
determine the desired animal’s function. Once step one has been achieved, the second step for 
the judge is to judge and evaluate each individual animal on its own qualities. This step allows 
the judge to recognize each animal’s strengths and weaknesses. Thirdly, the judge can begin to 
compare animals, after each individual animal has been analyzed. By accurately comparing 
animals in the class, as well as prioritizing strengths versus weakness, will help result in a 
rational placing of the class.  
National FFA 
 The National FFA Organization prides itself on developing leaders through industry 
experiences and agricultural education. Through this, there are many CDE’s available for FFA 
members to participate in, including Livestock Judging. The overall goal is for these participants 
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to become leaders by developing responsibilities, teamwork, professionalism, and individual 
achievement. The following objectives for the National FFA Livestock Judging Contest are: 
1. Understand and to interpret the value of performance data based on industry 
standards.  
2. Measure students’ knowledge in the following categories:  
a. Make accurate observations of livestock. 
b. Determine the desirable traits in animals. 
c. Make logical decisions based on these observations.  
d. Discuss and to defend their decisions for their placing.  
e. Instill and appreciation for desirable selection, management, and 
marketing techniques.  
3. Develop the ability to select and market livestock that will satisfy consumer 
demands and provide increased economic returns to producers as well as meet 
the needs of the industry.  
4. Become proficient in communicating the terminology of the industry and the 
consumer.  
5. Provide an opportunity for participants to associate with professionals in the 
industry.  
6. Utilize current technology as it relates to the livestock industry.  
These specific objectives are available through the National FFA website, along with contest 
rules, conditions, and references (FFA.org). 
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Market Goats 
 When judging market goats specifically, the following scorecard found in Appendix A 
allows the participants a visual on points of importance. This scorecard helps build basic judging 
technique by providing an outline while judging market goats. The criteria set forth in the 
following scorecard is explained in further detail that was gathered from my interview with 
Boers by Hobby and other recommended outside sources (Martinez, et al.; Skillington).   
1. General Appearance  
a. Overall Balance: 
i. The way an animal blends together from one part of the body to another 
from end to end. The animal should be smooth transferring from the neck 
into the shoulders, the rack into the hindsaddle, from front to rear. Want 
the animal to be proportionate throughout its body. 
b. Head and Neck Assembly: 
i. The head should be strong, wide and display depth of jaw. Neck should be 
proportionate to the body in size and demonstrate muscling with a thick 
base that blends smoothly into the shoulders. 
c. Fleshing: 
i. Animal should have an even covering of firm flesh without excess fat. 
Loose pliable skin is desired to allow for growth. 
 
d. Stature: 
i. Stature refers to the overall skeletal size and length of the goat. The goat's 
height measured at the withers should be slightly higher than at the hips. 
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The goat should have adequate length of cannon bone from knee to 
pastern. 
2. Feet and Legs 
a. Heavy, Round Bone with Muscling:  
i. Bones should be clean, round and of adequate density to support weight. 
Muscling should be evident around the forearm and stifle to support 
movement.  
b. Leg Set: 
i. Legs should be out on the corners of the body. Goat's front legs should be 
straight, perpendicular to the ground, sound in the knees and hold the 
elbow close to the body wall. The goat's rear legs should be wide apart and 
nearly straight when viewed from the rear. Observing from the side, a 
string originating at the pin bone would fall parallel to the leg bone from 
hock to pastern and touch the ground behind the heel of the foot. Pasterns 
should be strong with flex allowing for the animal to travel comfortably. 
Strong, well-formed feet with tight toes, deep heel and level sole are 
desired.  
c. Travel: 
i. Animal should track wide in the fore and rear with all toes pointed 
forward. Joints should be clean and move freely. The goat should be able 
to move around fluidly with ease.  
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3. Body Capacity  
a. Ribbing: 
i. Ribs should be angled toward the rear legs, with openness to the ribcage.  
b. Width: 
i. Evaluating from the front, the goat should have a wide chest floor. This 
width should be carried over the top of the animal starting at the shoulders 
continuing through the rack, loin, rump, and twist. An overall uniformity 
of width from shoulders to rump is desired.  
c. Length:  
i. When viewed from the side, goats should have a long, strong, level top. 
The hindsaddle and rack should both show equal length. Length of loin is 
very important and when analyzing the goats, the longer the loin the 
better.  
4. Muscling 
a. Loin and Back: 
i. The loin is typically the best indicator of meatiness in market goats. It 
should be long, wide and thick. This muscle should carry forward over the 
ribs or rack. A long, deeply attached muscle, relatively thick at the thigh 
and stifle is desirable. Heavier muscling on the outside of the leg is 
acceptable. Muscling should continue down into a deep, wide twist when 
viewed from the rear and an outward curving of the thigh when viewed 
from the side. Heavy muscling is also indicated by the “jump muscle.” 
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b. Rump: 
i. The goat's rump should be long, wide and level from thurl to thurl, cleanly 
fleshed and have a slight slope from hips to pins. The hips or hooks should 
be wide apart and level with the back. The thurls should also be set wide 
apart and the tail should set slightly above the pins. 
5. Conditioning  
a. Condition refers to the amount of finish or fat the animal is carrying. There should 
not be too much fat, most evident behind the elbow. The animal should also have 
enough coverage for its size. The external fat thickness over the loin at the 13th 
rib should be between .08 to .12 inches or an average .1 inch. 
Guide: Powerpoint 
 There are many reasons why people make PowerPoint’s. PowerPoint’s are an educational 
tool by being a guide. PowerPoint’s not only build upon one learning style, but also enable visual 
learners as well. When developing a PowerPoint, it is important to select a purpose. The 
PowerPoint should be consistent throughout, from beginning to end. Furthermore, it is crucial 
that each slide should not be a clutter of words or information. This inhibits the learner and does 
not successfully take advantage of the use of PowerPoint. Also, the PowerPoint should maintain 
a sense of professionalism. This means to keep an eye on the use of fonts, colors, and pictures 
used. 
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Chapter 3 
Methods and Materials 
After determining to put together a guide for market goat judging, it was crucial that the 
industry be researched. One breeder found during the search was Boers by Hobby Ranch, located 
in Hughson, California. Boers by Hobby has been in the Boer goat industry since 2001 
producing quality breeding and market stock that they sell throughout the nation. Based on the 
information found, it was decided to contact them and ask for their input. An appointment was 
made for a tour of the ranch, which allowed for a gathering of a magnitude of information that 
was vital in the making of the guide.   
 The first piece of information received was a judging scorecard. As can be seen in 
Appendix A the California Meat Goat Judging Scorecard is broken down into five different 
categories. Also received was a diagram of a market goat with labeled body parts. This diagram 
was important, as explained by Boers by Hobby breeder Bill Hobby, “You need to understand 
where and what all the parts of a goat are before you can successfully evaluate an animal.”  
 The next step of the project involved assembling a practice class of market wethers to 
include in the guide. The four wethers that could picture for this came out of the Champion’s 
Choice Sale in Modesto, California on March 30th. Boers by Hobby had seven market goat 
consignments in this sale and here was when the pictures of all seven goats were taken after they 
were groomed and in their “sale clothes.” It was advised to take pictures of three different views 
of each goat, which can be found in Appendix C. The top or rear view shows the topline of the 
goat as well as how the animal stands on his rear legs. The profile or side view shows the length 
of the goat. Finally, the front or chest view of the animal shows the width of chest and how the 
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animal stands on his front legs. Attending this sale was a great opportunity to see the variety of 
animals and how exhibitors evaluate and eventually select their top picks.  
 After taking all the pictures Hobby selected four animals to compile a class, place the 
class and provide a set of reasons. He suggested the class should be judged based off the 
pictures, as animals sometimes look very different in pictures than in person. The pictures were 
downloaded and emailed to him for his evaluation. Each picture was cropped and placed in each 
view of all seven goats on one page for easier evaluation. Hobby selected the four animals he 
thought made up a good class and provided the placings for this class. However, because he was 
short on time and had other obligations to fulfill, he asked if he could have his daughter, Christie 
Hobby, provide me with a set of reasons. These reasons can be found in Appendix D.  
 Once this information was received, the PowerPoint presentation that serves as the guide 
for judging market goat wethers began to form. The first slide is the introductory slide with the 
name of the presentation. From there it moves into parts identification. This is an important slide 
because before the actual judging can be successful it is vital to know the anatomy of a goat. 
Next we move into the actual scorecard where categories, sub-categories and the corresponding 
point values can be seen. Slides four through sixteen breakdown the scorecard and go into further 
detail about each category. In addition to written explanations of each sub-category there are 
pictures of ideal representations of the corresponding traits. Slide 17 prepares and informs the 
audience of the upcoming practice judging round. The next slide was assembled with pictures of 
the top view for goats 1, 2, 3, and 4. The profile view of goats 1, 2, 3, and 4 follows the top view. 
The final slide of pictures for the practice judging class is the front view of goats 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
The official placing of 1-3-2-4, provided by Hobby, is on slide 21. After the placings are the 
reasons given by Hobby based on this class. The reasons are broken up onto three different 
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slides. The first slide discusses the top pair, 1 over 3. The second reasons slide compares the 
placings of 3 ahead of 2 for the middle two goats. The third reasons slide, which is slide 24, 
justifies the bottom placing of 2 over 4. The final slide in the presentation contains tips for any 
livestock judging participant that can be helpful when evaluating any species.  
Instrumentation  
Interview questions: 
1. What is the history of meat goats, including breeds, origination, etc.? 
Answer: There are five major breeds of meat goats: Angora, Boer, Kiko, 
Myotonic, and Spanish. The Boer goat is one of the most popular breeds of meat goat in 
the United States. The Boer originated in South Africa and first came to the United States 
around 1992. 
2. What breed of meat goat is most commonly seen in livestock judging contests? 
Answer: The Boer goat is most often used in livestock judging competitions 
because of its popularity. 
3. What are important aspects when analyzing meat goats? 
Answer: When evaluating meat goats it is important to know its anatomy. 
Effective evaluation requires understanding of the most important areas on a goat. For 
example, the most valuable cut of meat on a market goat is the loin. Therefore, when 
judging the loin, it is especially important to take note of length, width, and depth of it. 
When judging it is also important to remember that these are meat animals with the 
intention of being consumed. There are certain traits that need to be analyzed and can be 
outlined in the Meat Goat Judging Scorecard (Appendix A). 
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4. Where do you start when evaluating meat goats? 
Answer: When you start the evaluation process it is vital that you have an 
understanding of the scorecard and its categories. Once this is obtained it can be applied 
to any judging environment. When evaluating each animal should be evaluated on an 
individual bases and then be compared to others in the class. Awarding point values for 
each category makes it easier to have a more accurate placing of the class. If animals are 
tied or close in total point values, the best thing to do is go over the categories and/or sub-
categories to determine which animal outscores the other. These major categories include 
muscling and structure throughout the loin, back, and rump and the overall balance of the 
goat. A general rule of thumb is to have your final placing go in order of the animal with 
the most points down to the animal with the least points. 
5. How do you interpret the scorecard? 
Answer: A detailed interpretation and breakdown of the scorecard can be found in 
Appendix A. 
6. What does each category of the scorecard require you to analyze? 
Answer: Refer to Appendix A and B. 
7. How do you determine an “official” placing? 
Answer: An official placing is going to be at the discretion of each individual 
official judge. One judge today may have a different placing than another judge 
tomorrow. Some contests have a judging committee to determine placings that may be 
more accurately related to the scorecard. The goal of any professional judge is to evaluate 
the animals to the best of their ability and provide an official placing that reflects the 
scorecard as close as possible.  
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8. What should a set of reasons include? 
Answer: Reasons structure can vary from person to person, but it should always 
start off with the description of the class you are analyzing and your placings. From there 
you can talk individually about each animal or use a comparison approach. The 
comparison approach usually works better as you are able to justify why you placed one 
animal ahead of another. The closing sentence should sum up your reasons and once 
again include your placings and class description.  
General Summary 
 This chapter gives all of the information needed to produce this PowerPoint guide. Key 
steps in this process included contacting and interview of a breeder, creating a sample market 
goat class with pictures, obtaining official placing and reasons, and PowerPoint construction.   
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Chapter 4 
PowerPoint Guide 
 
 
The title slide allows the judge to see what class is 
going to be judged, and where this specific 
project was assembled.  
 
This slide covers the anatomy of a Boer 
goat. It is vital to know important 
anatomical parts of the animal that is going 
to be judged, in this case, a market wether.  
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Knowing how the scorecard is broken down 
grants the judge the ability to focus on areas 
of emphasis. This slide gives a visual 
example of a market goat judging scorecard.   
 
General Appearance is the first category on the 
scorecard. This slide goes into general 
appearance with judging for overall balance. A 
picture and description is given for further 
explanation.  
Head and neck assembly is the second sub 
point under general appearance. This slide 
gives the judge further clarification with 
descriptions and a picture.  
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The last sub points under general appearance 
are fleshing and stature. No picture is given, 
but descriptions are listed.  
 
The second category on the scorecard is feet 
and legs. When judging this area, the judge 
focuses on heavy, round bone with muscling. 
Descriptions along with a photo are given.  
 
Leg set is the second sub category to be 
judged under feet and legs. 2 photos along 
with a description is given.  
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This slide is the last photo and description under 
leg set.  
 
This slide gives descriptions for how to judge 
travel under the feet and legs category.  
 
Body capacity is the third category on the 
scorecard. Ribbing is the first sub category for the 
judge to evaluate. A description is given.  
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This slide gives two photos with descriptions 
about judging width.  
 
Judging length is the last area when judging body 
capacity. A photo along with descriptions is given.  
The fourth category on the scorecard is muscling. 
When judging this category, the first area to 
evaluate is the loin and back. Descriptions and a 
photo are given in this slide.  
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This slide provides two photos and descriptions for 
judges when they are evaluating the rump.  
The fifth and final category on the scorecard is 
conditioning. This slide provides descriptions 
for further explanation.  
This slide is used for the participations to prepare 
to judge the following class of Boer goat market 
wethers.  
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The top/rear view slide is used for participants to 
evaluate the top lines of the four animals along with 
muscling and leg set.  
The profile/side view slide allows participants to 
analyze the overall balance, length, and leg 
structure.  
The front/chest view slide is used to examine chest 
width and front legs.  
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After giving the top pair of reasons, it continues by 
giving reasons for the middle pair placing. 
Official reasons are given to classes so that the 
participants can give specific detail in why the class 
is placed this way. This slide gives the reasons for 
the top pair.  
 
This slide announces what the official placing 
is for the class. 
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The slide in the guide provides helpful tips for any 
livestock judger. It encourages practices and is an 
overall wrap up of the guide. 
This slide is the last part of the reasons. It gives 
detail in the bottom pair placing of the class. 
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Chapter 5 
Summary, Conclusion, and Recommendations 
Summary 
 This project provides a resource for students competing in a livestock judging CDE. The 
PowerPoint guide outlines basic meat goat judging techniques with both written form and visual 
pictures. This guide was developed using industry standards and knowledge from a local 
established breeder. The guide should be shared with agricultural teachers, FFA members, and 
anyone interested in market goat judging or the meat goat industry.  
Conclusion 
 After completing the project the author realized the potential value this could have for 
any high school agricultural department. The PowerPoint represents a learning tool to be used in 
training livestock judging teams, informing FFA students about market goat evaluation, and a 
guide for students deciding to do a SAE project in market goats. 
Recommendations 
 It is recommended that this PowerPoint guide be used in an agricultural program for 
developing participant’s knowledge in livestock judging, specifically in market goat evaluation. 
This PowerPoint guide can also be used as an educational tool for teachers instructing on market 
goat standards. In retrospect, the author realized the significance of utilizing a video of a live 
class for practice. Furthermore, an audio version of a set of oral reason would have given a more 
“real life” example to learn from.  
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Appendix A-Scorecard 
California Meat Goat 
Judging Scorecard 
 
Meat/Market Goats 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. General Appearance 30
        Overall Balance 10
        Head and Neck Assembly 10
        Fleshing 5
        Stature 5
2. Feet & Legs 15
        Heavy, round bone with heavy muscling 5
        Leg Set 5
        Travel 5
3. Body Capacity 15
        Ribbing 5
        Width 5
        Legnth 5
4. Muscling 30
        Loin and Back 15
        Rump 15
5. Conditioning 10
        Should not have too much fat or be 10
        underfed.
Total Points: 100
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Appendix B-Scorecard Breakdown 
General Appearance  
Overall Balance:  
The way an animal blends together from one part of the body to another from end to end. 
The animal should be smooth transferring from the neck into the shoulders, the rack into 
the hindsaddle, from front to rear. Want the animal to be proportionate throughout its 
body. 
Head and Neck Assembly: 
The head should be strong, wide and display depth of jaw. Neck should be proportionate 
to the body in size and demonstrate muscling with a thick base that blends smoothly into 
the shoulders. 
Fleshing: 
Animal should have an even covering of firm flesh without excess fat. Loose pliable skin 
is desired to allow for growth. 
Stature: 
Stature refers to the overall skeletal size and length of the goat. The goat's height 
measured at the withers should be slightly higher than at the hips. The goat should have 
adequate length of cannon bone from knee to pastern. 
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Feet and Legs 
Heavy, Round Bone with Muscling:  
Bones should be clean, round and of adequate density to support weight. Muscling should 
be evident around the forearm and stifle to support movement.  
Leg Set: 
Legs should be out on the corners of the body. Goat's front legs should be straight, 
perpendicular to the ground, sound in the knees and hold the elbow close to the body 
wall. The goat's rear legs should be wide apart and nearly straight when viewed from the 
rear. Observing from the side, a string originating at the pin bone would fall parallel to 
the leg bone from hock to pastern and touch the ground behind the heel of the foot. 
Pasterns should be strong with flex allowing for the animal to travel comfortably. Strong, 
well-formed feet with tight toes, deep heel and level sole are desired.  
Travel: 
Animal should track wide in the fore and rear with all toes pointed forward. Joints should 
be clean and move freely. The goat should be able to move around fluidly with ease.  
Body Capacity 
Ribbing: 
Ribs should be angled toward the rear legs, with openness to the ribcage.  
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Width: 
Evaluating from the front, the goat should have a wide chest floor. This width should be 
carried over the top of the animal starting at the shoulders continuing through the rack, 
loin, rump, and twist. An overall uniformity of width from shoulders to rump is desired.  
Length: 
When viewed from the side, goats should have a long, strong, level top. The hindsaddle 
and rack should both show equal length. Length of loin is very important and when 
analyzing the goats, the longer the loin the better.  
Muscling 
Loin and Back: 
The loin is typically the best indicator of meatiness in market goats. It should be long, 
wide and thick. This muscle should carry forward over the ribs or rack. A long, deeply 
attached muscle, relatively thick at the thigh and stifle is desirable. Heavier muscling on 
the outside of the leg is acceptable. Muscling should continue down into a deep, wide 
twist when viewed from the rear and an outward curving of the thigh when viewed from 
the side. Heavy muscling is also indicated by the “jump muscle.” 
Rump: 
The goat's rump should be long, wide and level from thurl to thurl, cleanly fleshed and 
have a slight slope from hips to pins. The hips or hooks should be wide apart and level 
with the back. The thurls should also be set wide apart and the tail should set slightly 
above the pins. 
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Conditioning 
Condition refers to the amount of finish or fat the animal is carrying. There should not be too 
much fat, most evident behind the elbow. The animal should also have enough coverage for its 
size. The external fat thickness over the loin at the 13th rib should be between .08 to .12 inches 
or an average .1 inch. 
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Appendix C-Practice Class Pictures 
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Appendix D-Written Reasons 
I place this class of Boer goat market wethers 1-3-2-4.  
Placing 1 at the top of the class for his overall balance and structure throughout. When viewed 
from the rear he displays more thickness from his rack to his twist, along with having more lower 
rear leg muscling. When viewed from both the rear and side views, 1 stands more correct on his 
rear legs exhibiting a more desirable amount of set. 1 has more bone when analyzing at the 
forearm which goes along with his overall stockiness and muscularity throughout. I do grant that 
3 appears to be longer from end to end when viewed from the side and stands wider in his chest 
floor.  
In my middle pair, placing 3 over 2 for the advantage in length and levelness of top. 3 also shows 
more thickness and depth of twist while having more defined muscling from front to rear. 3 
stands on a more correct set of feet and legs when compared to 2. Although both stand wide at 
the chest, 3’s legs are wider and sit more comfortable on all four corners compared to 2. Viewing 
the legs from the rear 3 has more width between the hocks with legs pointing more straight 
forward. However, I think 2 has the advantage in being cleaner throughout his chest floor and 
showing more fullness in his rack. 
The bottom pair, placing 2 over 4 for the amount of width and smoothness from end to end. 
Starting at the chest 2 shows a wider, cleaner chest floor. The overall width 2 has is carried over 
his top where he is fuller in the rack and thicker in his loin. 2 also appears to be longer from end 
to end and smoother blending from his neck into his shoulders. I do admit that 4 stands on a 
more correct set of rear legs allowing for more muscling and width of twist.  
For these reasons I place this class of Boer goat market wethers 1-3-2-4. 
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